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What Do we want to learn?



[Schlitt and Brazma BMC Bioinformatics 2007 8(Suppl 6):S9   doi:10.1186/1471-2105-8-S6-S9]

Life is a Control Network

Not Shown:  A multitude of functional genes.

Define GENE, TF.        VAST MAJORITY of Genes are NOT TFs
Promotor space limited.
Regulation is inherently stochastic/noisy.
Notice Directedness, Important later.



[Yunhai Li et al. Genome Res. 16/ 414-427(2006)]

Expression Profiles Regulatory Network

Gene Regulation

(Microarray is a vector, not a matrix!)

There are other things at play, we can only find TF -> RG edges.

Regulated genes have a small indegree!
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Expression Profiles Regulatory Network

[Gasch et al.]

M(arrays) = 172
N(TFs/Potential) = 460

G = 2659 (~1/2 genome)

We have these.
[Balaji et al.]

N = 158
G = 4411

Mean Indegree G = 2.9

But we want (more of) these!

Gene Regulation

(Microarray is a vector, not a matrix!)

There are other things at play, we can only find TF -> RG edges.

Regulated genes have a small indegree!



Gene Regulation

(a) T F(b)

R G(c)

S. cerevisiae

[Guzmán-Vargas and Santillán BMC Systems Biology 2008 2:13   doi:10.1186/1752-0509-2-13]

TF Transcription Factors: High-Level Flow Control
RG Regulated Genes: Library

Regulated genes have a small indegree!|V| = 6275
Program, TF=Flow Control, RG= Library Functions/Objects instantiated by TF

Regulated genes have a small indegree! (The network is VERY edge-sparse w.r.t. possible edges.)



Gene Regulation

• Complex!

• Long range correlations?

• “Feed Around”

• Sparse: Regulated Genes have limited In-Degree

• (Limited by the available size of promoter, etc.)

• Measurements are few: (M << G) (often M << N)

• Noise

• Intrinsic and Measurement

• Unknown and Unaccounted for factors

“Feed Around” Neural Network?
Deep Learning! Depth = infinity



Control Network Inference

• “Real” theme of this talk!

• Genetic Networks (or Neural Networks)

• How can we infer connections from data?

• How can we do this in polynomial time?

• Algorithm



Naïve Approach

• Best Pearson Correlation between TF and Target.

• Comparison to see how much information is 
available without considering constraint 
satisfaction.



Simplistic (perceptron) Model

• Edge Weights:

• Expression level:

• (for sample ‘a’)

• ‘Heaviside step function’

• Now each target is a separate problem.
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0.0 if x < 0

0.5 if x = 0
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Each target gene becomes 
x_0 in its turn, and is 
treated as an entirely 
separate problem.

Different microarray 
measurements are 
denoted with the 
superscript  ‘a’.

FORTUNATELY: We _can_ predict/know TFs.
Green at top, Maroon at bottom.
EXPLAIN NOTATION
X^a is just a vector with the one regulated gene in position 0, followed by all TFs.



Constraint Satisfaction

• Micro-Array data as constraints.

• M such constraints.

•                          (for most (a))

• N+1 variables.

• Sparsity must be enforced.
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Insights from Physics

• Physics also deals with NP-Hard Problems

• What can we learn from them?

• (A multitude of algorithms and techniques)

• Recast as physics problem...



Years of study later....

• All Microstates equiprobable.

• Many appear the same to observers.

• Measurements ( O(x) ) can be predicted by the number of states (x) that 
give that O(x).

Boltzmann Gibbs



Statistical Mechanics Formulation

• Hamiltonian

•  

• Chemical Potential and Num. Particles

•  

• Gibbs Distribution

•

Neff (J) =
N!

i=1

|Ji!0|

Beta = 1/T is the “Inverse 
Temperature”

Now we can soften the problem 
and find a J with a (relatively) 
high likelihood.
Starting at a warm 
temperature.

Minimization is still HARD!
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Counts the number of 
violated constraints.
Tau is just bias.

h~ is like a regularization term.
Counts the number of ‘real’ edges in the 
graph.

P ( !J) ! exp(""H0 " "h̃Neff )
h ! !h̃ (Is just regularization strength.)

h̃ ,

1) Explain Subscripts.
2) Hamiltonian counts violated constraints.
3) The Chemical potential is a “restoring force”, like a “pressure” or “pump” that tries to (in 
this case) reduce N_eff
4) Beta is the Inverse Temperature, controls how hard we insist on minimization.



One Step Easier

• Basic model: 

•  With the addition of Normal Dist. noise

• Becomes:

•  

sign(xa

0) ! sign(!xa

1:n · !J + ")

Not only is gene-regulation intrinsically noisy, real globs are 
sticking onto real strings and floating about and colliding; but 
our measurements are also noisy.

!

•Which is sigmoidal, but reverts to step when ! ! 0

Not only is gene-regulation intrinsically noisy, real globs are sticking onto real strings and 
floating about and colliding; but our measurements are also noisy.

This might give us nicer gradients, but the problem is still hard.



Bayesian Posterior

• We really want (ensemble) J:

• Marginalize 

• But that is 

P ( !J) ! exp("hNeff )

P (Ji) =
!

!j

P (!j|{!xa}a!1,2,..,M )

O(3N )

Regularization Prior

In fact, we want to get P(J_i) so that we can rank individual links, 
the Maximum Likelihood J may be limitedly informative.

1) In fact, we want to get P(J_i) so that we can rank individual links, the Maximum Likelihood J 
may be limitedly informative.



Belief Propagation
• You are already familiar with BP!

• Bayesian Nets P(A,B,C)=P(C|B)P(B|A)P(A)

• Dynamic Programming

• (Forward-Backward Algorithm)

• BP: Like DP,  but iteratively on loopy graphs.

• Amazingly, this converges. [Bayati]

• All of the above are special cases of BP.

• Other “Message Passing” Paradigms

• (Backpropagation)



Factor Graphs

P(A) P(A,B) P(B,C)A B C

(BN)

A bipartite graph of factors (square) and variables (round)
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Factor Graphs
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A bipartite graph of factors (square) and variables (round)



Factor Graphs

f(x,y)

X

f(x,y,z)

Y

f(y,z)

Z

(SAT)

Currently, (to my knowledge) The best performing random SAT algorithms use BP.

Currently, (to my knowledge) The best performing random SAT algorithms use 
BP.



Factor Graph Representation

Round: Variables
Square: Functions/Factors



Elements of BP

• Ingredients:

• Factor Graph

• Function-to-Variable Messages

•                (a) forces variable (i)

• Variable-to-Function Messages

•                (i) in the absence of (a)

• 3 eggs, cream, sugar, etc.

!a!i(Ji)

Pi!a(Ji)

Explain Subscripts Again.



Variable to Constraint

J_1’s expected value in the absence 
of x^1’s contribution.
Note that it is just the product of all 
other incoming messages. (Except 
the one from the recipient).

J_1’s expected value in the absence of x^1’s contribution.
Note that it is just the product of all other incoming messages. (Except the one from the recipient).



Constraint to Variable

K != 1 and l != 1 here are 
because we are sending 
the message to J_1

The probability that 
constraint x^1 forces J to be 
J_1, related to all other J’s.

The probability that constraint x^1 forces J to be J_1, related to all 
other J’s.



Constraint to Variable

K != 1 and l != 1 here are 
because we are sending 
the message to J_1

The probability that 
constraint x^1 forces J to be 
J_1, related to all other J’s. Oh No!: O(3N )

The probability that constraint x^1 forces J to be J_1, related to all 
other J’s.
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So:

• We have:

• Factor Graph

• Function-to-Variable Messages:

• Now O(N)

• Variable-to-Function Messages:

• O(M)

• Some idea about    from data.

• With another trick, (subtraction) the whole algorithm is:

• O(MN)       (Not                    )O(MN
2)

h



Pretty Pictures
• BP Marginals show more structure (lower entropy) vs. Pearson Correlation



Results
• Ran on Gasch Dataset. (S. Cerevisiae (Brewer’s Yeast)) [Gasch]

• M = 172

• 2659 Genes (after filter) (~1/2 of genome)

• N = 460 (TF or signaling Gene Ontology)

• 5779 Links found

• Mean In-Degree = 2.17 (2.3 for genes that are regulated at all.)

• Experimentally confirmed links [Balaji]

• 1919 Genes (<1/3 of genome)

• N = 132 (after filter)

• 5533 Confirmed Links

• Mean In-Degree 2.9

• Predicted vs Experimental Overlap: 206

• p-value: 1.18x10^-8 (Much better than random with M=172!)



More Results

• Ran on Stanford Microarray Dataset. (S. Cerevisiae (Brewer’s Yeast)) [SMD]

• M = 1013

• 2614 Genes (after filter) (~1/2 of genome)

• N = 157 (Regulators)

• 16176 Links found

• Predicted vs Experimental Overlap: 406

• p-value: 1.6x10^-31

• (More data gives better results.)



Pretty Pictures

Combinatorial control
• on average 2.3 input links

• Prediction by best set (according to BP) of three genes:

• Prediction based on the three genes having better Pearson coefficient 

YGL001C

PREDICTION

YCL055W

YNL173C

YOR337W

Combinatorial control

YGL001C

PREDICTION

YCL055W

YFL026W

YNL307C

Sunday, March 4, 2012

[Slide from Pagnani]

(Per gene that is regulated at all.)

YGL001C



Summary

• Hard Combinatorial problems can be solved effectively using BP.

• An algorithm for learning sparse Perceptron weights.

• Biological/Medical significance.

• Drug Resistance, etc.

• See: [Braunstein] for discussion of learning sparse Hopfield nets this way.

• (On sparse nets they can learn far more patterns than can a Hebbian 
rule!)
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